The Living Organization®:
Creating Results in a Complex World

“What Got You Here Won’t Get You There.” Newtonian Physics was a breakthrough in the 1700s but by the 1900s it was no longer able to address the level of complexity facing scientists. Likewise the 19th century business paradigm with its focus on organization as a machine is no longer robust enough to address the complex challenges of the 21st century.

The Living Organization® model offers leaders a new paradigm, a new way to make decisions, and a new way to lead their organizations. It is the evolutionary step beyond the organization as a soulless machine of production to that of a living organization that creates, is in healthy relationships with all its stakeholders and operates from a deep Soulful-Purpose™.

This presentation provides today’s leaders a new, robust detailed map to navigate the complex business world, as it is today, not as it was in years past. It is for leaders seeking to understand how to navigate the complex dynamics impacting their organization’s ability to create results.

Those attending this presentation will learn:
- The Nature of The Living Organization®
- The underlying “science” for manifesting results, individually and collectively
- How to maximize value created and minimize energy losses
- The leaders new role – from master manipulator of “the machine” to developer of The Living Organization®